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A groupoid is called quasitrivial if for every pair x, y of its elements xy is either x or y; it is 
called nearly quasitrivial if this is not true for exactly one pair x, y. We describe all quasitrivial 
and nearly quasitrivial semigroups and all quasitrivial and nearly quasitrivial distributive grou-
poids. Further, we study extensions of a given groupoid G which are quasitrivial up to G; iň the 
distributive idempotent case we describe such extensions and prove that they are medial if G 
is medial. 
TpynnoHfl Ha3biBaeTCH KBa3HTpHBHajn>HbiM, ecjra RTIH Bcex nap ero ajieMeHTOB cnpaBefljiHBO 
HJIH xy = x HJIH xy = y; OH Ha3biBaeTca no*rni KBa3HTpHBHajn>HbiM, ecjra STO He npaB^a TOJILKO 
.zpiH o/moří napbi x, y. OriHCbiBaioTCH Bee KBa3HTpHBHajibHbie H no*rru KBa3HTpHBHajn>Hbie no-
Jiyrpynribi H Bee Ka3irrpHBHajibHbie H no^rra KBa3HTpHBHajibHbie ,c[HCTpH6yTHBHbie rpyiuioHAbi. 
Grupoid se nazývá kvazitriviálni když pro každou dvojici x3y jeho prvků buďto xy = x 
nebo xy = y; nazývá se skoro kvazitriviálni když toto neplatí pro přesně jednu dvojici x,y. 
V práci jsou popsány všechny kvazitriviálni a skoro kvazitriviálni pologrupy a všechny kvazitri­
viálni distributivní grupoidy. Dále se studují extenze daného grupoidu G které jsou kvazitriviálni 
až na G; v distributivním idempotentním případě jsou popsány takové extenze a je dokázáno, že 
jsou mediální, jestliže G je mediální. 
The present paper is a continuation of the study of distributive groupoids, begun 
in [1], [2], [3], [4]; however, it is self-contained. 
To be able to anticipate properties of distributive groupoids, one must have a suffi­
ciently large supply of examples. We get a class of examples if we add a strong condi­
tion to the distributive laws and describe all corresponding groupoids. In the present 
paper we are concerned with two strong conditions, namely quasitriviality and near 
quasitriviality. The methods used in the description of quasitrivial and nearly quasi-
trivial distributive groupoids enabled to describe 'quasitrivial and nearly quasitrivial 
semigroups, too. 
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I. Preliminaries 
A groupoid G is said to be 
- distributive ifa.bc = ab.ac and be . a = ba . ca for all a, b, £ e G, 
- quasitrivial if ab e {a, b} for all a,beG, 
- an L-semigroup if ab = a for all a,beG, 
- an R-semigroup if ab = b for all a,beG, 
- a chain if G is a commutative quasitrivial semigroup. 
It is clear that every L-semigroup (R-semigroup, resp.) is quasitrivial and every 
chain is distributive. Moreover, 
1.1. Lemma. Let G be a quasitrivial groupoid. Then (i) G is idempotent. 
(ii) Every non-empty subset of G is a subgroupoid. 
Proof. It is evident. 
If G is a groupoid, then we define two binary relations OLG and /3G on G as follows: 
<a, b> EOLG iff a = ab; <a, b> e/?G iff b = ab. Furthermore, we denote by IG the least 
congruence of G such that the corresponding factor is a commutative groupoid. (The 
existence of such a least congruence is well-known.) The groupoid G is called anti-
commutative if tG = G x G. 
Let G be a groupoid, aeG and let A be the block of tG containing a. We shall say 
that a is an L-element (R-element, resp.) of G if A is a subgroupoid of G and, moreover, 
'A is an L-semigroup (R-semigroup, resp.). We shall say that a is an isolated element 
of G if A = {a} is a one-element set. 
Let G be a groupoid and a,beG. We shall say that a covers b if the following three 
conditions are satisfied: 
(i) <a, b> $ iG. 
(ii) ab = b = ba (i.e. <a, b> e /fc and <b, a> e a,-), 
(iii) If c e G, ac = c = ca and be = b = cb, then either a = c ox b = c. 
A groupoid G is said to be nearly quasitrivial if there exists exactly one pair <a, b> of 
elements of G such that ab <£ {a, b}. Let G be a nearly quasitrivial groupoid and a,beG, 
ab $ {a, b}. If a = b, then we say that G is of type I; if a ^ b, then we say that G is 
of type II. 
1.2. Lemma. Let G be a nearly quasitrivial groupoid and let x,yeG be the 
elements such that xy $ {x,y}. Then 
(i) If H is a non-empty subset of G such that {x,y} $ H, then H is a quasitrivial 
subgroupoid of G. 
(ii) If H is a subset of G such that {x,y, xy} c / / , then H is a subgroupoid of G. 
(iii) The set {*, j ; , xy} is a subgroupoid of G. 
(iv) G is of type I, provided G is commutative. 
(v) G is idempotent, provided G is of type II. 
Proof. It is evident. 
Let G be a groupoid and x,y,ze G. Then we define a groupoid G(o) = G (JC, jy, 2) 
as follows: jcqy = z; aob = ab whenever a,b eG and either a ^ x or b ^ y. 
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; 1.3. Lemma. Let G be a nearly quasitrivial groupoid and let x, y, z e G be elements 
such that x ^ z yc y and xy = z. Put G(o) = G (x>y> x) and G(*) = G (x>y,y). 
Then G (o) and G (*) are quasitrivial groupoids, G = G (o) (jc,jy, z) and G = G(*) 
(x,y,z). 
Proof. Obvious. 
2. Relations and quasitrivial groupoids 
Let M be a set. We put idM = {<a, a>; aeAf}. A relation r on M is said to be 
— reflexive if idM --- **, 
— symmetric if <a, b> e r implies <b, a> e r, 
— transitive if <a, b> e r and <b, c> e r imply <a, c> er, 
— complete if for all a, be Af, either <a, b)> e r or <b, a> er, 
— antisymmetric if V (r) = 0, where F (r) = {aeAf; <a, b>er and <b, a)er for some 
beM\{a}), 
— an equivalence if it is reflexive, symmetric and transitive, 
— a pseudoordering if it is reflexive, antisymmetric and complete, 
— a quasiordering if it is reflexive and transitive, 
— a regular quasiordering if it is a complete quasiordering and 
<a, b} er for all aeG and be V(r), 
— a linear ordering if it is a transitive pseudoordering. 
Let r be a quasiordering of a set M. We shall say that r is semiregular, provided 
there exists an equivalence s on M with the following two properties: 
(i) If A is a block of s then either r (] (A x A) = A x A or r f] (A x A) --= idA. 
(ii) If a, b e Af and <a, b> ^ 5, then either <a, V) er and <b, a> £ r or <b, a ) e r and 
<a, b> £ r. 
Let r be a reflexive relation on M. Then we define a relation f on Af as follows: 
<a, b> e f iff a, b e M and either a = b or <a, b> £ r. 
2.1. Lemma. Let r be a reflexive relation on M. Then: 
(i) If s = f, then 5 is reflexive, too, and 1 = r. 
(ii) If both r and f are complete, then both r and f are pseudoorderings. 
(iii) If V (f) = 0, then r is complete. 
(iv) If r is an equivalence and f is transitive, then either r = MxM or r = idM-
Proof. It is easy. 
2.2 Lemma. Let r be a regular quasiordering on M. Then the restriction of r 
to V(r) is equal to V(r) X F(r) and the restriction of r to M\V(r) is a linear ordering. 
Moreover, r is semiregular. 
Proof. It is easy. 
2.3. Lemma. The relation M x M and every linear ordering of M are regular 
quasiorderings of M. The relation idM is a semiregular quasiordering of Af. 
Proof. It is easy. 
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Let r be a reflexive relation on a set G. Define two binary operations * and o on G 
as follows: 
a * b = a if <a, b> e r; a * b = b if <a, b> e f; 
a o b = b if <a, b> 6 r; a o b = a if <a, b> 6 r. 
The groupoid G(*) is called the left derived groupoid of r and G(o) is called the right 
derived groupoid of r. 
2.4. Lemma. Let r be a reflexive relation on a set G and let G be the left (right 
resp.) derived groupoid of r. Then: 
(i) G is quasitrivial. 
(ii) OCG = r and /?G = f (a<- = f and /?c? = r, resp.). 
(iii) If r is a pseudoordering, then G is commutative. 
(iv) If r is a linear ordering then G is a chain. 
Proof. It is evident. 
2.5. Lemma. Let G be a quasitrivial groupoid. Then: 
(i) Both OCG and /?<? are reflexive. 
(ii) pG = a<?. 
(iii) G is the left derived groupoid of OCG and the right derived groupoid of fa. 
(iv) a . ab = ab = ab .b and ab . a = a . ba for all a>beG. 
Proof. It is easy. 
2.6. Corollary. There is a one-to-one correspondence between quasitrivial 
groupoids and reflexive relations. 
2.7. Lemma. Let G be a commutative quasitrivial groupoid. Then both OCG and 
($G are pseudoorderings. 
Proof. With regard to 2.5(ii) and 2.1(h), it suffices to show that ocGy $G are complete. 
Let a,beG. If ab = a, then ba = a, <a, b> e ac?, <b, a> 6 /?£. In the opposite case we 
have ab = b = ba, so that <a, b> e /te and <b, a) e OCG. 
2.8. Corollary. There is a one-to-one correspondence between quasitrivial 
commutative groupoids and pseudoorderings. 
2.9. Lemma. Let G be a quasitrivial groupoid and let A be a block of tc?. Then A 
is an anticommutative groupoid. 
Proof. Put tA = r and s = (rc\(_4 X -4))U r. It is visible that s is an equivalence 
on G. We are going to show that s is a congruence. Let <a, b) es and c e G. Then 
<a, b) e tG and <ac, be) e tG. Ifac $ A, then evidently <ac, bc> es. Suppose that ac> bee A. 
Further, we may assume that ac -^ be. Then either a e {ac3 be} or b e {ac, be}. However, 
we have <a, b) e tG and so a, b e A. Since <a, 6> e 5, we have <a, b) er. If ce A, then 
<ac, be) e r and so <ac, bc> e 5. Let c $ A. In this case ac = a,bc = b and so <ac, be) e s. 
Similarly we can show that <ca, cb) e s. This shows that 5 is a congruence of G. Now 
we shall prove that the groupoid Gjs is commutative. For, let a>beG. We have (ab> ba) e 
etG. If ab^ Ay then (ab,ba) es. In the opposite case ab,ba belong to A. We have 
either ab = ba or ab -^ ba. In the first case <ab, ba) e s evidently. In the second case 
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it is easy to see that a, b e A, so that <ab, ba> e r and consequently <ab, ba> e s. Thus 
Gjs is commutative, tG is contained in s and r = .4 x A. 
Let if be a quasitrivial groupoid and G*, ieH, be pairwise disjoint groupoids. 
We define a groupoid K, denoted by A (Gt, ieH), as follows: K is the union of the 
family Gu ieH; the groupoids G* are subgroupoids of K; if i, I e.f/, i -^I, ^ 6 Gf, 
# e G j , thtn gtgj =gtj. 
2.10. Lemma. Let Hbe a quasitrivial groupoid and G%, ieHbt pairwise disjoint 
groupoids. Then A(G%, ieH) is quasitrivial iff each Gt is quasitrivial. 
Proof. It is trivial. 
2.11. Proposition Let G be a quasitrivial groupoid. Then: 
(i) G/tG is a quasitrivial commutative groupoid. 
(ii) Every block of tG is a quasitrivial anticommutative groupoid. 
(iii) G = A(i,ieG/tG). 
Proof, (i) is obvious and (ii) follows from 2.9. (iii): Let i,j e GjtG, i ^j,ae i, b ej. 
Assume that ij = i (the other case is similar). Then abei and hence ab = a. The rest 
is clear. 
Let G, H be two groupoids such that G f] H = <f>. We define a groupoid K = G /\H 
in the following way: K = G \J H; G and H are subgroupoids of K; gh = h = hg for 
all g e G, h e H. It is clear that K = A(Gu i e C) where C = {0, 1} is the two-element 
chain, Go = H and G\ = G. 
3. Quasitrivial semigroups 
3.1. Lemma. Let G be a quasitrivial semigroup. Then <a, b} e tG iff either a = b 
or ab -7-= ba. Hence <a, b> e tG iff {a, b} = {ab, ba}. 
Proof. Define a relation r on G by <a, b> e r iff {a, b} = {ab, ba}. It is visible that r 
is reflexive and symmetric. Further, let a,b,ceG and (a,byer, <b , c )e r ; we shall 
prove <a, c> e r. It is enough to prove this in the case a ^ b, b -^ c, a -?-- c. We shall 
distinguish the following four cases: 
(1) ab = a, ba = b, be = b, cb = c. Then ac = abc = ab = a and ca = cba = cb = c. 
Hence <a, c> e r. 
(2) ab = a, ba = b, be = c, cb = b. Then bac = be = c and ca = cab. If ac = a then 
b = ba = bac = c, a contradiction. If ca = c then c = ca = cab = cb = b, a con-
tradiction. Thus ac = c, ca = a and so <a, c> e r. 
(3) ab = b, ba = a, be = c, cb = b. This case is dual to (1). 
(4) ab = byba = a, be = b, cb = c. This case is dual to (2). 
We have proved that r is an equivalence. Now we are going to show thar r is a con-
gruence. For, let a,b>ceG and <a,b> e r ; let us prove (ca,cb} er. We may assume 
that a ^ b, ca ^ cb, {ca, cb} =£ {a, b}. If cacb -^ cbca, then (ca, cb> e r. Suppose, on the 
contrary, that cacb = cbca. The following cases can arise: 
(5) ab = a,ba = b, ca = c. Then cb = b and b = cb = cab = ca = c, a contradiction. 
(6) ab = a,ba = b, ca = a. Then cb = c and a = ca = cba = cb = C,2L contradiction. 
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(7) ab = byba = a, ca = c. Then cb = b. The equality be = b implies a = ba = bca = 
= be = by a contradiction. Therefore be = c ^by cacb = cb = b^c = bc = cbcay 
a contradiction. 
(8) ab = byba = ay ca = a. Then cb = c and c = cb = cab = ab = by a contradiction-
We have proved <ca, cb> e r. Similarly <ac, be} e r and r is a congruence. On the 
other hand, if ay b e G then either ab = ba and <ab, ba} er or <a, b> e ry (jby d) er and 
so <ob, ba> e ry since r is a congruence. We see that G\r is commutative and conse-
quently tG contained in r. Conversely if <a, b> e ry then {a, b} = {aby ba} and <a, b} etGy 
since <ab, ba> e r#. Thus r = rG. 
3.2. Lemma. Let G be a quasitrivial semigroup. Then both OCG and /?G are quasi-
orderings. 
Proof. Only the transivitivity needs to be proved. If <a, b> e OCG and (Jby c> e OCG 
then a = aby b = bcy a = ab = abc = ac and <a, c> e OCG* Similarly for /3G. 
3.3. Lemma. Let G be a quasitrivial semigroup and aeG. The following are 
equivalent: 
(i) a is both an L-element and R-element of G. 
(ii) a is an isolated element of G. 
(iii) ab = ba for every b 6 G. 
(iv) If b E G then either ab = a = ba or ab = b = ba. 
Proof. The lemma is an easy consequence of 3.1. 
3.4. Lemma, (i) A groupoid G is an L-semigroup iff it is the left (right, resp.) 
derived groupoid of G X G (of idG, resp.). 
(ii) A groupoid G is an R-semigroup iff it is the right (left, resp.) derived groupoid of 
G x G (of idG, resp.). 
Proof, (i) is evident and (ii) is dual to (i). 
3.5. Lemma. Let G be a quasitrivial anticommutative semigroup. Then G is 
either an L-semigroup or an R-semigroup. 
Proof. We have tG = G x G and hence {a, b} = {aby ba} for all a.beGy as it 
follows from 3.L If <a, b> eocG then a = ab and therefore b = ba. New it is visible 
that OCG is symmetric and OCG is an equivalence by 3.2. Similarly f$G is an equivalence. 
But /3G = OCG. Taking 2.1 (iv) into account, we see that either OCG = idG or OCG = G X G. 
The rest follows from 3.4. 
3.6. Lemma. Let G be a quasitrivial semigroup. Then: 
(i) Every block of tG is either an L-semigroup or an R-semigroup. 
(ii) Every element of G is either an L-element or an R-element. 
Proof. The lemma follows from 2.9 and 3.5. 
3.7. Lemma. Let G be a quasitrivial semigroup. Then every element from V(OCG) 
(from V(/>G), resp.) is an L-element (an R-element, resp.). 
Proof. Let a e V(OCG)> Suppose, on the contrary, that a is an R-element. Then the 
block A of tG containing a is an R-semigroup. Further, there is an element, b e G different 
from a such that a = ab and b = ba. By 3.1, <a,b> etG, aybeA and b = ba = ay a 
contradiction. 
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3.8. Lemma. Let G be a chain. Then both OLG and /?G are linear orderings. 
Proof. By 3.2, OLG and (3G are quasiorderings. On the other hand, G is commuta-
tive and OLG, PG are pseudoorderings. 
3.9. Lemma. The following are equivalent for a groupoid G: 
(i) G is a chain. 
(ii) G is the left derived groupoid of a linear ordering, 
(iii) G is the right derived groupoid of a linear ordering. 
Proof. Apply 2.4(iv), 3.8 and 2.5. 
3.10. Corollary. There is a one-to-one correspondence between chains and linear 
orderings. 
3.11. Lemma. Let G be a quasitrivial semigroup. Then both OLG and ($G are semi-
regular quasiorderings. 
Proof. Put r = OLG and s = IG- By 3.2 r is a quasiordering. Moreover, if A is a 
block of r then the restriction of r to A is either A x A or frf̂ i, as it follows from 3.6(i). 
Finally, let a> b eG, <a, b> £ s. By 3.1 we have ab = ba. If ab = a then <a, b> e r and 
<b, a} $ r. If ab = b then <a, b> £ r and <b, a> e r. Similarly for (1G-
3.12. Lemma. Let C be a chain and G{ (i e C) be semigroups such that each Gt 
is either an L-semigroup or an R-semigroup. Then A(GuieC) is a quasitrivial semi-
group. 
Proof. The lemma can be verified in a mechanical way. 
3.13. Lemma. Let r be a semiregular quasiordering of a set G and let G be the 
left (or right) derived groupoid of r. Then G is a quasitrivial semigroup. 
Proof. There is an equivalence s on G having the properties (i) and (ii) from the 
definition of semiregular quasiorderings. Let C = G/s and Gt (i e C) be the blocks of s. 
It is easy to see that s is a congruence of G, C is a chain and each Gt is either an L-semi-
group or an R-semigroup. Moreover, G =A(Gi,ieC). By 3.12, G is a quasitrivial 
semigroup. 
3.14. Corollary. There is a one-to-one correspondence between quasitrivial 
semigroups and semiregular quasiorderings. 
3.15. Theorem. A groupoid G is a quasitrivial semigroup iff there are a chain C 
and semigroups Si (i e C) such that every Si is either an L-semigroup or an R-semi-
group and G = A (Su i e C). In this case C is isomorphic to GjtG and Si are the block of tG 
Proof. Apply 3.12, 2.11 and 3.5. 
3.16. Lemma. Let G be a quasitrivial semigroup, a, b e G, C = GjtG and let / be 
the natural homomorphism of G onto C. The following are equivalent: 
(i) a covers b. 
(ii) f(a) T--/(6), <f(b),f(a)} EOLC and there exists no x e C with f(b) -^ x =£f(a), 
</(*)>*> Ga<? and <*,/(a)> e a c . 
Proof. It is an easy exercise. 
3.17. Lemma. Let G be a quasitrivial semigroup and x3yeG be two isolated 
elements such that x covers y. Let aeG>a^x. Then *a = a iff ya = a. 
Proof. First, assume that xa = a. Then ax = a and jya = ay, since x,y are iso-
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lated. Ifya = y then a = jy, since JC covers y. Next, letjya = a. Then xa = xya =ya=a 
3.18. Lemma. Let G be a quasitrivial semigroup; let x,y>zeG be such that x 
is isolated, x coversy^y ^ z are L-elements and <;y,s> e*(?. Then: 
(i) Ify ^aeG and ay = y then xa = x. 
(ii) If JC 7^ a G G and ax = a then ay = a -= as. 
Proof, (i) Since y is an L-element and ay = -y 7^ a, we have ^a = -y (otherwise 
jya = a, 3? e V(PG) is an R-element and y = z). If xa = a then ax -= a and a = JC, since JC 
is isolated and x covers y. We see that xa = x at all events. 
(ii) We have xa = a. If <a,y> e to then a-y = a = as. If <a, j>> £ rG then ay = -ya. 
However, x covers y and the equality ay =y implies a = x, a contradiction. Thus 
ajy = a. Similarly as = a. 
3.19. Lemma. Let G be a quasitrivial semigroup and JC, jy e G be such that <JC, -y) e 
e tal let JC, y be L-elements. If JC -7-= a e G and xa = a then -ya == a. 
Proof. Let-ya = y. Then either <-y, a) e tG and hence <x, a> 6 re?, xa = x, a contra-
diction, or j>a = a^ = y and jca = xya = xy = x, a contradiction. 
4. Nearly quasitrivial semigroups 



















4.1. Lemma, (i) Both A and J5 are nearly quasitrivial commutative semigroups 
of type I. Moreover, A and B are not isomorphic. 
(ii) If G is a nearly quasitrivial semigroup defined on {1,2} with 1.1 = 2 then 
either G = A or G = B. 
Proof, (i) is evident. 
(ii) We have 2 = 1.(1.1) = (1.1). 1 = 2.1, provided 1.2 = 2. 
Similarly, 2.1 = 1 if 1.2 = 1. 
4.2. Lemma. Let G be a nearly quasitrivial semigroup of type I and x e G be 
such that xx =y 9-= x. Then {x,-y} is a subgroupoid of G and it is isomorphic either 
to A or to B. 
Proof. Apply 1.2(iii) and 4.L 
We shall say that G is of subtype IA (of subtype IB, resp.) if {x, jy} is isomorphic 
to A (to By resp.). 
4.3. Lemma. Let G be a nearly quasitrivial semigroup of type I; let x3y e G be 
such that xx = y ^ x. Put G(o) = G(x, x, x). Then: 
(i) G(o) is a quasitrivial semigroup and G = G(o) (x, x,y). 
(ii) x is an isolated element of G(o). 
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(iii) y is an isolated element of G(o). 
(iv) JC covers .y, provided G is of subtype IA. 
(v) y covers JC, provided G is of subtype IB. 
Proof, (i) Only the associativity of G(o) needs to be proved. For, let a,b,ce G. 
The following cases can arise: 
(1) a^x^b. Then a o b = ab -^ x and a o (b o c) = a . be = ab . c = (a o b) o c. 
(2) b :?-= JC 9-= c. This case is dual to the preceding one. 
(3) a = x -= c, b ^ JC, xb = JC. Then a o (b o c) = x o foe, (a o b) o c = x and x . bx = 
= xb . x = xx = y. Ifbx = b theny = xb = JC, a contradiction. Hence foe = JC and 
JC o foe = JC. 
(4) a = x = cyb ^ x3xb = b. Then a o (b o c) = x o bx and (a o b) o c = bx. Ifbx = x 
then y = xx = x .bx = xb .x = bx = Xy a contradiction. Hence bx = b and 
x o bx = xb = b = bx. 
(5) a = JC = by c 7-- x. Then a o (b o c) = x o xc and (a o b) o c = xc. However, 
x o xc = xc in every case. 
(6) a -?-- JC, b = x = c. This case is dual to (5). 
(7) a = b = c = x. Then a o (b o c) = x = (a o b) o c. 
(ii) Let S be the block of to(o) containing x. Assume that there is an a e S with 
a ^ JC. As we know, S(o) is either an L-semigroup or an R-semigroup. In the first case, 
ax = aox = ayXoa = xa = XyX = xa = x.ax = xa.x = xx=yy2i contradiction. 
In the other case aJc = aojc = x, Jcoa = xa = a, JC = OJC = jca . # = JC . ajc = JCJC = j>, 
a contradiction. 
(iii) Let a e G, JC ̂  a. Since JC is an isolated element of G(o), ojc = aojc = jcoa = 
= jca. Hence aoy = ay = a . xx = ax . x = xa .x = x . ax = x . xa = xx . a = ya = 
= y o a. Finally, JC O y = xy = x . xx = xx . x =yx =yo x andy is isolated by 3.3. 
(iv) Let G be of subtype I A. Then {JC, j>} is isomorphic to A and xoy = xy=y = 
= yx = y o x. Moreover, if a e G, a -^ JC, j> and a o JC = a = JC o a, aoy =y =yo a 
then ax = a = jca, ay = y = ya, y =ya = xx . a = x . xa = xa = a3 a contradiction. 
(v) We can proceed similarly as in (iv). 
4.4. Lemma. Let G be a quasitrivial semigroup, x3yeG be isolated elements 
such that JC covers y (y covers *, resp.). Then G(o) = G(JC, JC,^) is a nearly quasitrivial 
semigroup of subtype IA (of subtype IB, resp.). 
Proof. We shall prove that G(o) is a semigroup, the rest being easy. Let a9b9ce G. 
We shall distinguish the following cases: 
(1) a^x^b. Then a o (b o c) = a . be = ab . c = (a o b) o c. 
(2) b^x^c. Similarly. 
(3) a = x = Cy b 7^ JC, xb = x. Then foe = JC, since JC is isolated, and hence ao(bo c) = 
= xobx=xox=y = (aob)oc. 
(4) a = x = Cy b -^ Xy xb = b. Then ao(boc) = xobx = xob=box = xbox = 
= (x o b) o x = (a o b) o c. 
(5) a = x = by c ^ x3y9 xc = x. By 3.17, yc = jy, and so ao(boc)=xox=y = 
= yoc = (aob)oc. 
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(6) a = x = b, c -7-- x, y> xc = c. By 3.17, yc = c and a o (b o c) = c = (a o b) o c. 
(7) a = x = by c = y. Then a o (b o c) = y = (a o b) o c. 
(8) a = b = c = x. Then ao(boc) = xoy=yox = (aob)oc. 
(9) a 7-- x, b = x = c. This case is dual to (5), (6), (7). 
4.5. Theorem, (i) Every nearly quasitrivial semigroup of type I is either of sub-
type IA or of subtype IB. 
(ii) A groupoid G is a nearly quasitrivial semigroup of subtype IA iff there are 
a quasitrivial semigroup G(o) and two isolated elements JC, y of G(o) such that x covers 
y in G(o) and G = G(o)(*, x,y). 
(iii) A groupoid G is a nearly quasitrivial semigroup of subtype IB iff there are 
a quasitrivial semigroup G(o) and two isolated elements JC, y of G(o) such that y covers 
x in G(o) and G = G(o) (x, x,y). 
Proof. Apply 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4 

































4.6. Lemma, (i) Both P and Q are nearly quasitrivial semigroups of type II. Mo-
reover, P and Q are not isomorphic. 
(ii) If G is a nearly quasitrivial semigroup with the underlying set {1, 2, 3} such 
that 1.2 = 3, then either G = P or G = Q. 
Proof, (i) This assertion can be verified mechanically. 
(ii) G is idempotent and 1 . 3 = 1 . (1 . 2) = (1 . 1). 2 = 1 . 2 = 3, 3 . 2 = 3. Fur-
thermore, if 2 . 1 = 1 then 2 . 3 = 2 . (1 . 2) = (2 . 1). 2 = 3 and 3 . 1 = (1 . 2) . 1 = 
= 1 . (2 . 1) = 1. Hence G = Q. Similarly, if 2 . 1 = 2, then G = P. 
4.7. Lemma. Let G be a nearly quasitrivial semigroup of type II and jc-jy, z be 
three different elements such that xy = z. Then {JC,J>, z} is a subgroupoid isomorphic 
to P or to Q. 
Proof. Apply 1.2(iii) and 4.6. 
We shall say that G is of subtype IIP (of subtype IIQ, resp.) provided {*, y, z} is 
isomorphic to P (to £), resp.). 
4.8. Lemma. Let G be a nearly quasitrivial semigroup of subtype IIP (IIQ> resp.), 
x,y,z be the three different elements of G with xy = z and put G(o) = G(x3y>y) 
(put G(o) = G(x,y> x)y resp.). Then: 
(i) G(o) is a quasitrivial semigroup and G = G(o) (x,y, z). 
(ii) The element x (the element jy, resp.) is an isolated element of G(o). 
(iii) <-y, z} e tG(o) and y, z are L-elements of G(o) «*, z) e TG(O) and JC, S are R-ele-
ments of G(o), resp.). 
(iv) x covers y in G(o) (y covers # in G(o), resp.). 
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Proof. We shall assume that G is of subtype IIP; in the other case we could proceed 
similarly. 
(i) It suffices to show that G(o) is associative. Let a>b,ce G. The following cases 
can arise: 
(1) a 7-- x -7̂  b. Then x = ab ^ aob and a o (b o c) = a . be = ab . c = (a o b) o c. 
(2) b i^y -7-= c. Similarly. 
(3) a = x, b = y. Then a o (bo c) = xoyc and (a o b) o c = yc. If yc = y then 
x o yc = x o y = y = yc. If yc = c ^ y then x o yc = x o c = xc = x . yc = xy . 
. c = zc and so xc = c. 
(4) a = xyc = y. Ifb=xthtnao(boc) =y=(aob)oc. Hence we may assume that b^*. 
Then a o (b o c) = x o by and (a o b) o c = (x o b) oy. If b = y then x o by = y = 
= (xob)oy. Let b =£y. Then (x o b) oy = xb oy and the equality by = y yields 
z = x . by = xb .y, xb = JC, x o by = y = xb oy. Finally, if by = b then xb .y = 
= x .by = xbyxb = b and xoby = b = xb oy. 
(5) b = *, c = y. Then ao(boc) = aoy and (aob)o c = axoy. If a =x then 
aoy = y = axoy. Assume A T - I If ay = y then z = xy = x . ay = xa . j>, z = a 
aoy = zy, ax o y = zxoy. However, zy = xy.y = x.yy = xy = z = zoy and 
zxoy = z in every case. Let ay = a ^ y. Then ax = ay . x = a . yx = ay = a 
(since G is of subtype IIP) and aoy = a = axoy. 
(ii) We are going to show that x o a = a o x for every aeG. Since G is of subtype 
IIP, we can assume that a ^ x > y . Let, on the contrary, xo a^aox. Then jca -?-- ax 
and we have one of the following two cases: 
(6) .xa = a, ax = x. If ay = a then a = ay = a . yx = ay . x = ax = x, a contradic-
tion. Hence ay = y and z = x . ay = xa . y = ay = y> a contradiction. 
(7) xa = x, ax = a. Then z = xz = xa . z = x . az3 az = a . xy = ax . y = ay. Hence 
az = a and z = x . az = xa = x3 a contradiction. 
(iii) Since G is of subtype IIP, y o z = yz = y, z oy = zy = z, yyz e V(OCG(O)) 
and y,z are L-elements of G(o). Moreover, y o z -?-- z o y and <;y, z} e rc?(o). 
(iv) Let aeG, x ^ a =£y, xo a = a = ao x and y o a =y = aoy. Then xa = a = 
= ax, ya = y = ay> az = a . xy = ax .y = ay = y, a contradiction. Finally, xoy = 
= y = y o x. Thus x covers y in G(o). 
4.9. Lemma. Let G be a quasitrivial semigroup and let JC, -y, z e G be three ele-
ments such that x (y, resp.) is an isolated element, y ^ z (x ^ z, resp.), <jy, z) e tG 
«JC, zy e tG, resp.), y, z are L-elements (JC, Z are R-elements, resp.) and JC covers y 
(y covers JC, resp.). Then G(o) = G(x,y, z) is a nearly quasitrivial semigroup of subtype 
IIP (of subtype IIQ, resp.). 
Proof. Only the first case. We shall show that G(o) is a semigroup (the rest is 
easy). Let a,b,ce G. Consider the following cases: 
(1) a^x^b. Then a o (b o c) = a . be = ab . c = (a o b) o c. 
(2) b^y^c. Similarly. 
(3) a = xyb = y,yc = y. Then a o (b o c) = z, (a o b) o c = zc. However, z = zy and 
zc = z . yc = zy = z. 
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(4) a = x, b = y, yc = c ^y. By 3.19, zc = c and therefore a o (b o c) = xc, (aob)o 
o c = zc = c. However, xc = x . yc = xy . c = yc = c. 
(5) a = x, c = y> b = y. Then a o (b o c) = z = (a o b) o c. 
(6) a = xy c = y, by = y =£ b. By 3.18, xb = x and ao(boc) = z = xoy = xboy = 
(a o b) o c. 
(7) b = xyc = y3 ax = x. Then ao (b o c) = az and (a o b) o z = z. However, az = 
= a . xz = ax . z = xz = z. 
(8) b = x, c = y, ax = a =fi x. By 3.18, a o (b o c) = az = a = ay = (a o b) o c. 
4.10. Theorem, (i) Every nearly quasitrivial semigroup of type II is either of 
subtype IIP or of subtype IIQ. 
(ii) A groupoid G is a nearly quasitrivial semigroup of subtype IIP iff there are 
a quasitrivial semigroup G(o) and elements *, y> z e G such that x is an isolated element 
of G(o), x covers y in G(o), y =£ z, <jy, z} e tG(o), y, z are L-elements of G(o) and 
G = G(o)(x,y,z). 
(iii) A groupoid G is a nearly quasitrivial semigroup of subtype IIQ iff there are 
a quasitrivial semigroup G(o) and elements x,y, z e G such that y is an isolated element 
of G(o),y covers JC, X =fi z, <*, z} e rc?(o), x> z are R-elements of G(o) and G = G(o) (JC, y, z). 
Proof. Apply 4.7, 4.8 and 4.9. 
5. Quasitrivial distributive groupoids 
5.1. Lemma. Every quasitrivial distributive groupoid is a semigroup. 
Proof. Let G be a quasitrivial distributive groupoid and a>b,ce G. With respect 
to 2.5(iv), we may assume that a ^ b, a =fi c, b ^ c. If ac = c then a .be = ab . ac = 
= ab .c. The remaining case ac = a yields ab .c = ac .be = a .be. 
5.2. Lemma. Let C be a chain and Gi (i e C) be pairwise disjoint quasitrivial 
groupoids. Suppose that A(G*, / e C) is a distributive groupoid and let i e C. Then either 
i is the unit of C or Gt is commutative. 
Proof. Let /, keC be such that i ^ k =ik = ki and let a, beGjt, ceG%. 
Suppose ab = a (the other case is similar). Then a = ab = ca .b = cb . ab = b . ab = 
= ba. The rest is clear. 
5.3. Lemma. Let G be a distributive groupoid and C be a chain such that 
G f] C = 0. Then G A C is a distributive groupoid. Moreover, G A C is quasitrivial, 
provided G is. 
Proof. The lemma can be checked easily. 
5.4. Lemma. Let G be a quasitrivial distributive groupoid and C = G/tG. Then: 
(i) C is a chain. 
(ii) If i e C and St is the corresponding block of tG then either i is the unit of C or Si 
is a one-element set. 
(iii) If j e C is the unit and Sj is the corresponding block of tG then Sj is either an L-se-
migroup or an R-semigroup. Moreover, either Sj = V(<XG) or Sj = V(PG)> provided 
Sj is non-trivial. 
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Proof, (i) follows from 5.1, (ii) and (iii) follow from 5.1, 3.6, 3.15 and 5.2. 
5.5. Theorem. A groupoid G is a quasitrivial distributive groupoid iff at least 
one of the following statements holds: 
(i) G is a chain. 
(ii) G is an L-semigroup. 
(iii) G is an R-semigroup. 
(iv) There is a chain C and an L-semigroup 5 such that G = S /\ C (then S is the set 
of all left units of G, GjtG contains the unity and Cis isomorphic to(G/rc?)\{;}). 
(v) There is a chain C and an R-semigroup S such that G = S A C (then 5 is the 
set of all right units of G, GjtG contains the unit/ and Cis isomorphic to(G/rc?)\{y}). 
Proof. Let G be a quasitrivial distributive groupoid. Suppose that G is not a chain 
and put K = G/tc?. By 5.4, K is a chain containing the unity. Moreover, the correspon-
ding block Sj of tG is either an L-semigroup or an R-semigroup. If K = {/} then either 
(ii) or (iii) holds. Let I = Kj {j} be non-empty. If i e I then the corresponding block S 
of tG is a one-element set and we see that C = G\Sj is a chain. Clearly, G = Sj A G , 
since G = A(Si, i e K). The converse assertion follows from 5.3. 
In the remaining part of this section we give an alternative proof of 5.5, independent 
on 5.L 
5.6. Lemma. Let G be a quasitrivial distributive groupoid. Then a#, /J<? are 
quasiorderings. 
Proof. Let <a, b} e OCG and <b, c> e OCG- If <a, c> e PG then ac = c and a = ab = 
= a .be = ab . ac = ac = c, <a, c> e ac?. If <a, c) $ /?c? then <a, c> e a^. Similarly we can 
show that PG is transitive. 
5.7. Lemma. Let G be a quasitrivial distributive groupoid. Then <a,b> eocG for 
all a e G and b e V(OCG); we have <a, b> 6 /?c? for all a e V(/5G) and b e G, too. 
Proof. We shall prove only the first assertion. There exists an element ceG such 
that b ^c,bc = b and cb = c. Suppose, on the contrary, that ab =£ a. Then ab =b -^ a, 
b = be = ab . c = ac . be = ac. b. If ac = c then £ = ac . b = cb = c, a contradiction. 
Therefore ac = a and <a, c> e ac?. However, <c, 6> e ac? and OCG is transitive by 5.6. 
Consequently, <a, b> e a a and a = ab, a contradiction. 
5.8. Lemma. Let G be a quasitrivial distributive groupoid. Then either OCG or (3G 
is a regular quasiordering. 
Proof. Suppose that both V(OCG) and V(($G) are non-empty. Let a e V(OCG) and 
c e V(PG)- There is an element b e G such that a -^ b, <a, b> 6 a<z and <6, a> e ac?. Clearly, 
b e V(OCG) and <c, a> e ac?, <c, b> e ac?, <c, a> e /?c?- <c, fc> e /?c? by 5.7. Hence a = c -= £, 
a contradiction. We have proved that either F(ac?) or V(/3G) is empty. As it follows from 
2.1(iii), 5.6 and 5.7 if V(PG) is empty then ac; is a regular quasiordering and if V(OCG) is 
empty then /?c? is a regular quasiordering. 
5.9. Lemma. Let r be a regular quasiordering on a set G and G be the left (right, 
resp.) derived groupoid of r. Then at least one of the following three cases takes place: 
(i) G is a chain. 
(ii) G is an L-semigroup (an R-semigroup, resp.). 
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(iii) There exists a chain C and an L-semigroup (an R-semigroup, resp.) S such that 
G = S A C. 
Proof. Put S = V(r) and C = G\V(r). If S = <fi then r is a linear ordering and G is 
a chain. If C = <f> then r = G x G and G is an L-semigroup. The rest follows from 2.2. 
5.10. Proposition A groupoid G is a quasitrivial distributive groupoid iff it is 
either the left derived or the right derived groupoid of a regular quasiordering. 
Proof. Apply 5.9, 5.3 and 5.8. 
Now one can see that 5.5 is an easy consequence of 5.10 and 5.9. 
6. Nearly quasitrivial distributive groupoids 
6.1. Let G be a nearly quasitrivial distributive groupoid of type I and let x,y e G 
be elements such that xx = y 7-- x. Thenxa = a = ax and^a = a = ay for every aeG 
different from x. 
Proof. We have xa . xa = x . aa = xa and hence xa ^ x. Consequently xa = a and 
ya = xx . a = xa . xa = xa = a. Similarly ax = a = ay. 
6.2. Lemma. Let G be a nearly quasitrivial distributive groupoid of type I and 
x,yeG be elements such that xx =y ^ x. Then {x,y} is a subgroupoid isomorphic 
to A (the groupoid defined in section 4). 
Proof. Apply 6.1. 
6.3. Theorem. The following are equivalent for a groupoid G: 
(i) G is a nearly quasitrivial distributive groupoid of type I. 
(ii) There exists a chain G(o) and two elements x,y eG such that xis the unit of G(o), 
x covers y in G(o) and G = G(o)(*, x>y). 
(iii) There exist elements x>yeG such that H = G\{x] is a chain, y is the unit of H> 
xx =y and xa = a = ax for all aeH. 
Proof. It is easy to see that (ii) is equivalent to (iii) and (iii) implies (i). (i) implies 
(iii): Let x,y e G be such that xx = y -^ x. Put H = G\{x}. By 1.2(i) and 6.1, H is 
a quasitrivial distributive groupoid, y is its unit and xa = a = ax for every aeH. Since 
H contains a unit, LI is a chain, as it follows from 5.5. 
6.4. Corollary. Let G be a nearly quasitrivial distributive groupoid of type I and 
x,y e G be such that xx = y -^ x. Then: 
(i) G is a commutative semigroup, 
(ii) G(x, x, x) is a chain. 


































6.5. Lemma, (i) All the groupoids P, Q, R, T are nearly quasitrivial distributive 
groupoids of type II. Moreover, the groupoids are pairwise non-isomorphic. 
(ii) If G is a nearly quasitrivial distributive groupoid with the underlying set {1, 2,3} 
such that 1.2 = 3 then either G = P or G = Q or G = R or G = T. 
Proof, (i) This assertion can be checked easily. 
(ii) First, let 3 . 1 = 3. Then 3 = 3 . 1 = (1 . 2) . 1 = (1 . 1). (2 . 1) = 1 . (2 . 1) 
and hence 2 . 1 = 2 . Moreover, 2 . 3 = 2 . (1 . 2) = (2 . 1). (2 . 2) = (2 . 1). 2 = 
= 2 . 2 = 2. If 1 . 3 = 1 then 1 . (3 . 2) = (1 . 3) . (1 . 2) = 1 . 3 = 1 and hence 3 . 2 = 
= 3 and G = fl. If 1 . 3 = 3 then 3 = (1 . 2) . 3 = (1 . 3) . (2 . 3) = 3 . 2 and G = P. 
Next, let 3 . 1 = 1. Similarly, we can show that either G = T or G = Q. 
6.6. Lemma. Let G be a nearly quasitrivial distributive groupoid of type II and 
*, y, z e G be such that xy = z and x^z ^y. Then {*, j ; , *} is a subgroupoid of G and 
it is isomorphic to exactly one of the groupoids P, Q, R, T. 
Proof. Apply 1.2 (iii) and 6.5. 
We shall say that G is of subtype IIP (IIQ, IIR, IIT, resp.) if {x,y, z} is isomorphic 
to P (to Q, R, T, resp.). 
6.7. Lemma. Let G be a nearly quasitrivial distributive groupoid of subtype IIP or IIQ 
and x>y,zeG be the three different elements with xy = z. Then C = G\{x,y,z} 
is either empty or a chain. Moreover, G = {x,y> z} A Q provided C is non-empty. 
Proof. We shall consider only the case IIP. Put H = G\{y}> K = G\{x} and 
assume that C is non-empty. Then H> K are quasitrivial distributive groupoids. Since G 
is of subtype IIP, yz = y, zy = z, y, z e D = V(OLK), D is an L-semigroup and K\D 
is a chain (apply 5.5). Let a e D. Then xa = x . ay = xa . xy = xa . z = xz . az = 
= z .az = za = z and we see that either a =y ora = z. Hence D = {y, z}, K\D = C 
and K = {y, z} A C. Finally, a = za = xa . ya = xa . a and a = az = ay . ax = a . ax 
for every aeC. Hence xa = a = ax and G = {x,y, z} A C. 
6.8. Theorem. A groupoid G is a nearly quasitrivial distributive groupoid of sub-
type IIP (IIQ, resp.) iff at least one of the following two cases takes place: 
(i) G is isomorphic to P (to Q, resp.). 
(ii) There exists a chain C and a groupoid 5 isomorphic to P (to Q, resp.) such that 
G = 5 A C. 
Proof. The "only if" part follows from 6.7. The "if" part is easy (see 5.3). 
6.9. Corollary. If G is a nearly quasitrivial distributive groupoid of subtype 
IIP or IIQ, then G is a semigroup. 
6.10. Lemma. Let G be an L-semigroup (an R-semigroup, resp.) and x,y,zeG 
be three different elements. Then G(o) = G(x>y, z) is a nearly quasitrivial distributive 
groupoid of subtype IIR (IIT, resp.). 
Proof. We shall show that G(o) is distributive (the rest is easy). Let a,b,ce G« 
The following cases can arise: 
(1) a -?-- x. Then aob = ab = a -?-- x and a o (b o c) = a = (a o b) o (a o c). 
(2) a = x, b ^y -?-- c. Then ao c = a = x ^yandbo c ^y. We have ao (boc) = 
= x = (a o b) o (a o c). 
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(3) a = x, b = y. Then ao(boc)=xoy = z and (a o b) o (a o c) = z o (x o c) = z. 
(4) a = x, b ^zy = c. Then ao (boc) = x and (ao b)o (ao c) = xoz = x. 
We have proved a o (b o c) = (a o b) o (a o c). Further, we are going to prove 
(bo c)o a = (bo a)o(co a). We have the following cases: 
(5) b^x. Then (bo c)o a = b = (boa)o(coa). 
(6) b = x, a ^y -^ c. Then (b o c) o a = x = (b o a) o (c o a). 
(7) b = xya=y ^c. Then (bo c)o a = z and (b o a) o (c o a) = z o (c o a) = z. 
(8) b = x, c = y -7-= a. Then (bo c)oa = z = (boa)o(co a). 
(9) b = x, c = y = a. Then (bo c)o a = z = (bo a)o(co a). 
6.11. Theorem. A groupoid G is a nearly quasitrivial distributive groupoid of 
subtype IIR (IIT, resp.) iff at least one of the following two cases takes place: 
(i) There exists an L-semigroup (R-semigroup, resp.) G(o) and three different elements 
xyyyzeG such that G = G(o)(xyy>z). 
(ii) There exists a chain C, an L-semigroup (R-semigroup, resp.) S(o) and three diffe-
rent elements xyyyzeS such that G = S A C, where 5 = S(o)(xyyyz). 
Proof. The "if" part is an easy consequence of 5.3 and 6.10. Now assume that G 
is a nearly quasitrivial distributive groupoid of subtype IIR; let x,y, z e G be the three 
different elements with xy = z. Put H = G \ {y} and K = G\{x}. Then Hy K are 
quasitrivial distributive groupoids. Since G is of subtype IIR, we have xz = xyzx = z, 
yz = yyzy = zyxyze V(ocH) and yy z e V(ocK). Put S = V(OLH) (J V(ocK). Let a e V(ocH), 
a^x. Then az = a, za = z and we see that a e V(OCK)> Similarly, V(otK)\{y} -̂  V(xH). 
Now it is clear that ab = a whenever aybeS and either a -^ x or b ^y. We see that 
S(o) = S(xyy, x) is an L-semigroup and 5 = S(o)(xyyy z). Finally, G\«S = C is either 
an empty set or a chain. 
6.12. Corollary. A groupoid G is a nearly quasitrivial distributive groupoid of 
subtype IIR (IIT, resp.) iff there are a quasitrivial distributive groupoid G(o) and three 
different L-elements (R-elements, resp.) xyyy z such that G = G(o)(xyyy z). 
7. Distributive idempotent groupoids quasitrivial up to a subgroupoid 
Let Ifbea groupoid and G be its subgroupoid. We say that H is quasitrivial up 
to G if the following holds: if JC, y e H and xy $ {JC, y}, then *, y e G. By a subuniverse 
of H we mean any subset which is either empty or a subgroupoid of H. If G is idempo-
tent, then an extension HofGis quasitrivial up to G iff every subset of H whose inter-
section with G is a subuniverse of G is a subuniverse of H. In the present section we 
shall study such extensions in the distributive case. 
7.1. Lemma. The following are equivalent for a groupoid G: 
(i) G is a semilattice, i.e. G satisfies xx = xy xy = yxy xy . z = x . yz. 
(ii) G is a distributive commutative idempotent groupoid satisfying xy = xy . x. 
(iii) G is a distributive idempotent groupoid satisfying xy = xy . x = y . xy. 
Proof. The implications (i) => (ii) o (iii) are easy. Let us prove (ii) => (i). 
x .yz = xy .xz = (xy . x)(xy . z) = (xy)(xy . z) = (xy . z)(xy) = xy . z. 
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7.2. Lemma. The following are equivalent for a groupoid G: 
(i) G satisfies xx = x, x . yz = xy. 
(ii) G is a distributive idempotent groupoid satisfying x = x . xy, xy = xy . x. 
(iii) G is a medial idempotent groupoid satisfying x = x . xy, xy = xy . x, xy . z = xz . y. 
Proof, (i) => (iii): xy . z = xz . yz = (x . yz)(z . yz) = xy .zy = xz .y and 
xy . zu = xy . z = xz . y = xz . yu. (iii) => (ii) is evident, (ii) => (i): 
x .yz = xy .xz = (xy . x)(xy . z) = (xy)(xy . z) = xy. 
7.3. Lemma. The following are equivalent for a groupoid G: 
(i) G satisfies xx = x, xy . z = yz. 
(ii) G is a distributive idempotent groupoid satisfying x = yx . x, xy = y . xy. 
(iii) G is a medial idempotent groupoid satisfying x = yx . x, xy = y . xy, x . yz = y . xz. 
Proof. The lemma is dual to 7.2. 
Let G be a groupoid and A, B be its two subsets. Then we define a groupoid 
QA,B(G) as follows: QA,B(G) = G IJ {a} where a is an element not belonging to G; 
G is a subgroupoid of QA,B(G); 
aa = a; 
ax = a for x e A and OJC = x for xeG\A; 
xa = a for x e B and xa = x for x e G \ B. 
Evidently, QA,B(G) is an extension quasitrivial up to G and every extension quasitrival 
up to G and containing only one additional element is of such a form, 
7.4. Theorem. Let G be a distributive idempotent groupoid and A, B be its two 
subsets. Put H = QA,B(G) = G (J {a}. Then H is distributive iff one of the following 
three cases takes place: 
(1) A = B, A and G\A aresubuniverses of G, G\A is a semilattice and if x e A and 
y eG\A then xy =y = yx. 
(2) A = <f>,B and G\_B are subuniverses of G, B satisfies xy . z =yz> GB i s \ a semi-
lattice and if x eB andy eG\B then xy =yx = y. 
(3) B = 0, A and G\A are subuniverses of G, A satisfies x . yz = xy, G\A is a semi-
lattice and if x e A and y eG\A thenry =yx =y. 
Proof. Let H be distributive. If x,yeA then a.xy = ax.ay = aa = a and so 
xyeA. If x,y eG\A then a.xy = ax.ay=xy and so xyeG\A. Hence A and G\A 
are subuniverses of G. Similarly, it follows from xy . =a xa . ya that B and G\B are 
subuniverses of G. 
If x e A and y e G\A then a . xy = ax . ay = ay = y and so xy = y. 
If x e G\B andy eB then xy . a = xa .ya = xa = x and so xy = x. 
Suppose that neither A £ B nor B^A. Then there exists an element x e A\B 
and an element y e B\A. We have xy = y and xy = x, a contradiction. 
We have proved that either A £ B or B c A. 
Suppose that A ^ <f>, B ^ $, A -^ B. If A g B then there exists an element 
x 6 B \ A and an element y eA; we have xy = ax . y = ay . xy = a . xy = ax . ay = 
xa = a, a contradiction. If B ^A then there exists an element x eB and an element 
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yeA\B; we have xy = x .ya = xy . xa= xy . a = xa .ya = ay = a, a contradiction 
again. 
We have proved that either A = B ox A = <j> OT B = <f>. 
Suppose A = B. Let x, y e G\A = G\B. We have xy = x . ya = xy . xa = xy . x 
and xy = ax .y = ay . xy = y . xy; by 7.1, G\A is a semilattice. Thus (1) takes place. 
Suppose A = <f>. If x,y e G then xy = ax .y = ay . xy = y . xy. If x,y eB then 
y = ay = xa ,y = xy . ay = xy .y; by 7.3, B satisfies xy . z =yz. If x,y e G\B then 
xy = x . ya = xy . xa = xy . x; by 7.1, G \ B is a semilattice. If x e B and y e G\B 
then xy . a = xa .ya = ay = y and so xy = y. Thus (2) takes place. 
Suppose B = (f>. If x>y e G then xy = x .ya = xy . xa = xy . x. If x,y eA then 
x = xa = x . ay = xa . xy = x . xy; by 7.2, A satisfies x . yz = xy. If x,y e G\A then 
xy = ax .y = ay . xy = y . xy; by 7.1, G\A is a semilattice. If x e G\A and y e A 
then a . xy = ax . ay = xa = x and so xy = x. Thus (3) takes place. 
The direct implication is thus proved. Conversely, suppose that one of the three 
cases (1), (2), (3) takes place and let us prove that H is distributive. Since ax . a = a . xa 
and xa . x = x . ax are evident, it is enough to prove that if p, a, r are pairwise different 
elements of H and one of them equals a, then p . qr = pq.pr and pq.r =pr . qr. 
Let (1) take place. If one of the elements />, a, r equals a and the other two belong 
to A, then evidently p . qr = pq . pr = pq . r = pr . qr = a. 
If x,yeG\A then 
a . xy = xy = ax . ay, 
x . ay = xy = x . xy = xa . xy, 
x .ya = xy = xy .x = xy . xa, 
ax .y = xy = y . xy = ay . xy, 
xa . y = xy = xy . y = xy . ay, 
xy . a = xy = xa . ya. 
If x e A and y e G\A then 
a . xy = ay = ax . ay, 
a . yx = ay = y = ya = ay . ax, 
x . ay = xy = y = ay = xa . xy, 
y .ax =ya=y = yy = ya .yx, 
x .ya = xy = y =ya = xy . xa, 
y . xa = ya = y = yy = yx . ya, 
ax .y = ay = y = yy = ay . xy, 
ay .x = yx =y = ay = ax .yx, 
xa .y = ay =y = yy = xy . ay, 
ya . x = yx = y = ya = yx . ax, 
xy . a = ya = y = ay = xa . ya, 
yx . a = ya = ya . xa. 
In the cases (2) and (3) the distributivity of H can be proved similarly. 
7.5. Lemma. Let G be an idempotent medial groupoid and A, B be its two subsets. 
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Put H = QA,B(G) = G U {a} and suppose that H is distributive. Then H is medial. 
Proof. It is proved in [5] that in a distributive groupoid every three elements 
generate a medial subgroupoid. Hence it is enough to prove that if x,y, z eG then 
ax . yz = ay . xz and xa . yz = xy . az. By 7.4 one of the three cases (1), (2), (3) takes 
place. Suppose first that (1) takes place. 
If xeA,y eA,ze A then ax .yz = a = ay .xz and xa .yz = a = xy . az. 
If x eA,y eA, z$ A then ax .yz = az = ay .xz and xa .yz = az = z = xy . z = 
= xy. az. 
If x e A,y £ A3 z e A then ax.yz = ay = y = y . xz = ay . xz and xa .yz = ay = 
= ya = xy . az. 
If x eA,y $ A>z $ A then ax .yz = a .yz = yz = ay . xzzndxa .yz = a .yz = 
= yz = xy . z = xy . az. 
If x $ A, y e A, z e A then ax .yz = x .yz = x = ax = ay .xz and xa .yz = 
= x . yz = x = xa = xy . az. 
If x$ A, ye A,z$ A then ax . yz = xz = a . xz = ay . xsrandjca . yz = x . yz = 
xy. az. 
If x<£ A, y<£ A>z e A then ax .yz = xy = yx = ay. xz and xa.yz = xy = xy ,a = 
= xy . az. 
If x $ A,y$ A,z $ A then ax .yz = x .yz =y .xz = ay .xz and xa.yz = x .yz = 
= xy . z = xy . az. 
Now suppose that (2) takes place. We have ag = g for allg e G and thus ax .yz = 
= ay .xz reduces to x .yz = y . xz; however, this identity can be proved easily from 
(2). The equality xa .yz = xy . az can be proved similarly as in the case (1) by conside-
ring the eight cases. 
In the case (3) again one proves without difficulty ax .yz = ay . xz and xa .yz = 
= xy . az in all of the eight cases. 
7.6. Theorem. Let H be a distributive groupoid and G be its idempotent medial 
subgroupoid. Suppose that H is quasitrivial up to G. Then H is idempotent and medial, 
too. 
Proof. The idempotency is evident and mediality follows easily from 7.5 e.g. by the 
transfinite induction. 
7.7. Corollary. If G is a distributive groupoid which is either quasitrivial or 
nearly quasitrivial, then G is medial. 
This follows easily from the results of sections 5 and 6; however, it follows easily 
from 7.6, too. 
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